57
In this paper we considered the UNIQUAC model in its original version [1] believing that 58 developed algorithm may be applied to the corrected versions of the original UNIQUAC model [9, 59 10] and NRTL model, for LLE and vapour-liquid-liquid equilibria (VLLE) correlation. The main drawback of all these algorithms consists of their convergence to a minimum of the 95 objective function without any guarantees that the solution is a global minimum of the Gibbs free 
98
Thermodynamically consistent parameters should enable the calculation of the molar fractions at 99 equilibrium in a way that, using those calculated molar fractions and parameters, the Gibbs free 100 energy should be at its global minimum value. Since Gibbs free energy depends on the value of a set of parameters, Gibbs free energy can be regarded as a parametric function which must be placed 102 at its lowest level acting on the value of the parameters. isoactivity conditions when applied to strongly nonlinear models, unless it is highly bounded to a 131 small neighbourhood of the solution.
132
The first two remarks are overcome by approaching the computation of the parameters in a bilevel (1) 
where nd is the number of experimental data available, corresponding to the number of 2) The previously calculated parameters are introduced in the following system of nonlinear 174 equations: I  I  II II  II  II  1  exp  2  12  21  1  exp  1  2  12  21   I I  I  I  II II  II  II  exp  2  12  21  exp  1  2  12  21 x
The system is solved with a multiple starting points approach and a quasi-Newton method solutions, the solution having smallest total absolute deviation by the experimental data is 182 chosen. A second objective function OF 2 is calculated at this point:
where nPh is the number of phases suggested by the experimental data. In the first iteration binary interaction parameters were proposed in the literature for these systems after the parameters 212 calculated in [19] . Structural parameters adopted in the calculations are reported in Table 1 . between the errors respectively adopting the recomputed parameters and the literature parameters.
214
Isoactivity = x x ,x , u , u -x x ,x , u , u       i=1,2(5)
222
A summary of the results in terms averages on the whole experimental data-set is provided in Table   223 2. 
Application of the algorithm to multi-temperature experimental data

237
The main aspect influencing the precision in the prediction of the experimental data is the a- gives lowest errors and thermodynamic consistency. Therefore second order polynomial is adopted 249 in order to take into account the temperature dependence of the interaction parameters.
250
Accordingly, two second order polynomials result in 6 coefficients which can be used to fit the 8 251 experimental data considered. Table 3 Table 2 with the errors in Table 3 , the temperature regression of the 257 interaction parameters increases considerably the errors and for this reason this procedure must be 258 carefully considered to keep low errors.
259
The main concern on the temperature regression consists of the fact that there are no univocal 
263
In addition, the weakness of this strategy is also in regressing parameters with heterogeneous errors, 264 distributed heterogeneously on the confidence ellipses. More correctly parameters with 265 homogeneous errors and close to the confidence ellipses centres should be considered in regression.
266
A strategy to reduce the effect of this second concern is to embed the temperature dependence 267 directly in the previously described algorithm. So the task of the algorithm will consist of finding 268 the best coefficients of the correlation. Applying this strategy to the tetrahydrofuran/water binary 269 system, the errors reported in Table 4 are obtained. 
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T ,x ,x , u , u x = x T ,x ,x , u , u       i=1,2;(7)
